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HIGHLIGHTS

• Cressy (2000)’s results can be generalized.
• Prudence guarantees a positive correlation between assets and entrepreneurship.
• Prudence is consistent with DARA, IARA or CARA.
• Under IARA preferences, wealth and substitution effects have opposite directions.
• Prudence guarantees that in IARA the wealth effect offsets the substitution effect.
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ABSTRACT

Cressy (2000) argues that the positive correlation between assets and the rate of business startups is due to DARA preferences. We show however that the required property is prudence, and prudence is consistent with DARA, IARA or CARA.
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1. Introduction

Cressy (2000) argues that the positive correlation between assets and the rate of business startups is due to decreasing absolute risk aversion (DARA) preferences. The intuition behind these results is straightforward. The more assets a decision maker owns, the less risk averse he becomes. In consequence, as assets increase, more decision makers will switch from being employees to risky self-employment (entrepreneurial activities), thus increasing the rate of business startups.

Cressy’s idea is significant because he incorporates uncertainty into the entrepreneurial decision (Khilstrom and Laffont, 1979) and challenges the classic empirical contribution of Evans and Jovanovic (1989), which asserts that the positive correlation between assets and entrepreneurship is due mainly to credit rationing in a collateral-based lending environment. Evans and Jovanovic argue that as the economy develops, the greater quantity of assets relaxes the credit-rationing constraint for some individuals, increasing their likelihood of obtaining financing to develop startups and therefore increasing the chances that they will switch to self-employment.

We discuss Cressy’s paper, showing that his results are not in fact based on DARA preferences. Prudence is the only requirement for his conclusions to be true. However, prudence is consistent with DARA, IARA or CARA. We provide the intuition behind why, even under IARA preferences, more business startups occur when assets increase.

2. A sketch of Cressy’s main result

An individual decision maker has a known entrepreneurial ability θ and assets z. He can enter self-employment and earn a
riskily net income $\tilde{y}$ by borrowing $k - z$ at interest rate $r$, obtaining a stochastic gross income that may be low ($a_1$) or high ($a_2$) with probabilities of $p_1$ and $p_2$, respectively. Let $u$ be a concave (risk-averse) utility function, where $u' > 0$ and $u'' < 0$. The decision maker will choose the value of $k$ that maximizes his expected utility given by

$$ Eu(\tilde{y}) = p_1u(y_1) + p_2u(y_2) = p_1(u(\theta a_1k - r(k - z)) + p_2u(\theta a_2k - r(k - z)). \quad (1) $$

The first-order conditions (FOC) of (1) are given by

$$ p_1u'(y_1)[\theta a_1 - r] + p_2u'(y_2)[\theta a_2 - r] = 0 $$

where $A_1$ and $A_2$ are positive since it is assumed that $\theta a_1 < r < \theta a_2$, and the assumption that $u'' < 0$ guarantees the second order condition (SOC) will be negative.

For the decision maker to have (1) as their first-order condition, the risk aversion coefficient is given by

$$ u''(\tilde{y}) / \partial \tilde{y} = \tilde{F}_2 / \tilde{F}_1 $$

This paper extended Cressy’s argument to provide a more complete intuitive explanation of his results. It was shown that

4. Completing Cressy’s argument

Kimball (1990) develops an analysis based on Dreze and Modigliani (1972) regarding how the effect of an income risk can be divided into two effects on present consumption, a wealth effect and a substitution effect. In a simple two-period model, when a risk-averse and prudent individual faces an increase in income risk, first-period consumption decreases and precautionary savings take place. The first component of the reduction in the first-period consumption is associated with the level of consumption consistent with the reduction of utility due to the increase in income risk. This is the wealth effect and is always negative for first-period consumption. The reduction of first-period consumption beyond what is expected by looking at the utility reduction due to the increase in income risk is the substitution effect.

Dreze and Modigliani (1972) showed that the substitution effect is negative under DARA preferences and positive under IARA preferences. Prudence, however, guarantees the precautionary savings effect and therefore also ensures that with IARA preferences, if the two effects have opposite signs the wealth effect will be larger than the substitution effect.

The same logic applies in our entrepreneurial context. Prudence guarantees that even with IARA preferences, an increase in individuals’ asset brings about an increase in business startups. The reason is that the positive wealth effect on entrepreneurship is larger than the negative substitution effect due to the increase in risk aversion experienced by the now wealthier decision makers.

The above intuition is illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2. Let $-u''(w) = v(w), P(w)$ be the concavity of $v(w)$ and $A(w)$ be the concavity of $u(w)$. If an individual has DARA preferences, then $v(w)$ is more concave than $u(w)$. In the IARA case, the opposite is true.

In marginal utility space as shown in Fig. 2, DARA preferences are more convex than IARA, which means that $E(u''\text{DARA}) > E(u''\text{IARA}) > u''(y_0)$. This intuition goes beyond Proposition 2 in Cressy’s paper. As he states, the relative return to entrepreneurship is increasing in individual wealth for the marginal entrepreneur, but in addition, the effect is stronger in the case of DARA than IARA.

5. Conclusions

This paper extended Cressy’s argument to provide a more complete intuitive explanation of his results. It was shown that

\[ IARA. \text{ Let } P(w) = -u''/u' \text{ be the absolute prudence and } \Delta(w) = -u''/u' \text{ the degree of absolute risk aversion. Then } A(w) = A(w)A(w - P(w)) \text{ defines the type of preferences.} \]
prudence is the only requirement for the utility function to ensure that there is an increase in business startups when assets increase, regardless of whether preferences are DARA, IARA or CARA.

Since prudence captures two effects, the wealth effect in our context of increasing assets induces an increase in the level of investment and therefore also in startups. In the case of DARA, the substitution effect operates in the same direction as the wealth effect, but in the case of IARA the two effects operate in the opposite directions. Prudence, however, guarantees that the wealth effect always offsets the substitution effect in the IARA case, and since it is a less restrictive condition than DARA, it is a sufficient requirement for obtaining Cressy’s results.
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